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ABSTRACT: Logistics outsourcing has been applied in practices by enterprises for decades, but its efficiency is always 

restricted because logistics service providers (LSPs) often only have a single function such as delivery or warehousing. In 

the last few years, LSPs have upgraded their capabilities to support some other logistics services including value-added 

services, materials management, information-related services etc. The use of third party logistic (3PL) services providers is 

increasing globally to accomplish the strategic objectives. In the increasingly competitive environment, logistics strategic 

management requires systematic and structured approach to have cutting edge over the rival. Logistics service provider 

selection is a complex multi-criteria decision making process; in which, decision makers have to deals with the 

optimization of conflicting objectives such as quality, cost, and delivery time. 

 

Keywords: Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), Logistics Service Providers (LSPs), Selection, Outsourcing Logistics, Saaty 

Scale. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent years, choosing the most suitable logistics service provider is an important problem dealing with when managing 

supply chain of a firm. It is necessary to enhance the competitiveness of the company and has a positive impact on 

expanding the life span of the firm. It point out that the logistics service provider selection is a multi-criteria problem that 

includes both quantitative and qualitative criteria some of which can conflict each other. 

 

2. OBJECTIVES OF LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT 
 

The primary objective of the logistics system is to effectively and efficiently move the inventory in the supply chain in 

order to extend the desired level of customer service at the least possible cost. These operational objectives, which are the 

primary determinants of logistical performance, should include rapid response, minimum variance, minimum inventory, 

movement consolidation, quality and life-cycle support. 

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
3.1 Types of 3PL  

Third-party logistics providers include freight forwarders, courier companies, as well as other companies integrating & 

offering subcontracted logistics and transportation services. Hertz and Alfredsson (2003) describe four categories of 3PL 

providers:  

i. Standard 3PL Provider: this is the most basic form of a 3PL provider. They would perform activities such as, pick and 

pack, warehousing, and distribution (business) – the most basic functions of logistics. For a majority of these firms, the 

3PL function is not their main activity.  
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ii. Service Developer: this type of 3PL provider will offer their customers advanced value-added services such as: tracking 

and tracing, cross-docking, specific packaging, or providing a unique security system. A solid IT foundation and a focus on 

economies of scale and scope will enable this type of 3PL provider to perform these types of tasks.  

iii. The Customer Adapter: this type of 3PL provider comes in at the request of the customer and essentially takes over 

complete control of the company's logistics activities. The 3PL provider improves the logistics dramatically, but does not 

develop a new service. The customer base for this type of 3PL provider is typically quite small.  

iv. The Customer Developer: this is the highest level that a 3PL provider can attain with respect to its processes and 

activities. This occurs when the 3PL provider integrates itself with the customer and takes over their entire logistics 

function.  

 These providers will have few customers, but will perform extensive and detailed tasks for them.  

Outsourcing may involve a subset of an operation's logistics, leaving some products or operating steps untouched because 

the in-house logistics is able to do the work better or cheaper than an external provider. (Simchi-levi & Kaminsky 1999). 

Another important point is the customer orientation of the 3PL provider. The provider has to fit to the structures and the 

requirements of the company. This fit is more important than the pure cost savings, like a survey of 3PL providers shows 

clearly: The customer orientation in form of adaptability to changing customer needs, reliability and the flexibility of third 

party logistics provider were mentioned as much more important than pure cost savings. (Leahy et al. 1995)  

3PL providers without their own assets are called lead logistics providers. Lead logistics providers have the advantage that 

they have specialized industry expertise combined with low overhead costs, but lower negotiating power and less resources 

than a third party provider has, based on a normally big company size, a good customer base and established network 

systems. 3PL providers may sacrifice efficiency by preferring their own assets in order to maximize their own efficiency. 

Lead logistics providers may also be less bureaucratic with shorter decision making cycles due to the smaller size of the 

company. (Simchi levi & Kaminsky 1999) 

 

3.2. AHP (Analytic Hierarchy process) 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method was developed by Professor Thomas Saaty (Saaty 1980). This method is 

used for decision making and it has wide application in many areas like economic, social and management science (Saaty 

1993).  The theory was developed to solve a specific problem in contingency planning (Saaty 1972) and a later major 

application was to design alternative futures for a  developing country, the Sudan (Saaty 1977) The result was a set of 

priorities and an  investment plan for projects to be undertaken there in the late 1980’s. The ideas have gradually evolved 

through use in a number of other applications ranging from energy allocation (Saaty 1979) investment in technology under 

uncertainty, dealing with  terrorism (Saaty 1977), buying a car to choosing a job.  The method is based on “pair wise” 

comparisons of alternatives. AHP represents a theoretically founded approach to computing weights representing the 

relative importance of criteria. The AHP has attracted the interest of many researchers mainly due the nice mathematical 

properties of the method. 

 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a systematic decision-making approach that was first developed in 1971 by 

Thomas L Saaty  (Saaty,1977,80,88,94,2000) . A very detailed literature review of the many applications of AHP is given by 

Vaidya & Kumar (Vaidya&  Kumar 2006) who highlight just how broadly the process has been used. According to the 

study, AHP has been used in education, engineering, government, industry, management, manufacturing, finance sector 

and so forth. The reason why it has been so widely used is because of its simplicity, ease of use and flexibility Ho (Ho w 

2008) The process does however have its critics with the earliest being Belton & Gear (Belton gear 1983), who state that 

they discovered many instances where the addition of an alternative causes a change in the relative importance of criteria 

and thus overall preferences order. They recommend that the pairwise comparison questions be more specific than those 

advocated in the original method. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 
 

The AHP encompasses six basic steps as summarized as follows: 

 

Step 1. AHP uses several small sub problems to present a complex decision problem. Thus, the first act is to 

decompose the decision problem into a hierarchy with a goal at the top, criteria and sub-criteria at levels and sublevels 

of and decision alternatives at the bottom of the hierarchy 

 

Step 2. The decision matrix, which is based on Saaty’s nine-point scale, is constructed.  The decision maker uses the 

fundamental 1–9 scale defined by Saaty to assess the priority score. In this context, the assessment of 1 indicates 

equal importance, 3 moderately more, 5 strongly more, 7 very strongly and 9 indicates extremely more importance. The 

values of2, 4, 6, and 8 are allotted to indicate compromise values of importance. 

 

 
Table 1 Saaty scale 

Step 3. The third step involves the comparison in pairs of the elements of the constructed hierarchy. The aim is to set 

their relative priorities with respect to each of the elements at the next higher level. The pairwise comparison  matrix, 

which is based on the Saaty’s 1–9 scale where A represents the pairwise comparison matrix, W the eigenvector and max 

the highest eigenvalue. If there are elements at the higher levels of the hierarchy, the obtained weight vector is multiplied 

with the weight coefficients of the elements at the higher levels, until the top of the hierarchy is reached. The 

alternative with the highest weight coefficient value should be taken as the best alternative If n(n - 1)/2 comparisons are 

consistent with n is the number of criteria, then the elements {aij} will satisfy the following conditions: aij = wi/wj = 

1/aji and aii = 1 with i, j, k = 1, 2,. ..,n. In the comparison matrix, aij can be interpreted as the degree of preference of 

ith criteria over jth criteria. It appears that the weight determination of criteria is more reliable when using pairwise 

comparisons than obtaining them directly, because it is easier to make a comparison between two attributes than make 

an overall weight assignment. 

 

Step 4. AHP also calculates an inconsistency index (or consistency ratio) to reflect the consistency of decision 

maker’s judgments during the evaluation phase. The inconsistency index in both the decision matrix and in pairwise 

comparison matrices could be calculated with the equation: CI = (max – n) / ( n – 1). The closer the inconsistency 

index is to zero, the greater the consistency. The consistency of the assessments is ensured if the equality aij - aik = aik 

holds for all criteria. The relevant index should be lower than 0.10 to accept the AHP results as consistent. If this is not 

the case, the decision-maker should go back to Steps 2 and 3 and redo the assessments and comparisons. 
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                                                                                       Table2 Random Indices 

 

Step 5. Before all the calculations of vector of priorities, the comparison matrix has to be normalized. Therefore, each 

column has to be divided by the sum of entries of the corresponding column. In that way, a normalized matrix is 

obtained in which the sum of the elements of each column vector is 1. 

 

Step 6. For the following part, the eigenvalues of this matrix are needed to be calculated which would give the 

relative weights of criteria. This procedure is common in mathematics. The relative weights obtained in the third step 

should verify A .W = max .W 

 

5. DATA MEASUREMENT 
 

Our aim in this study is to determine the best 3PL provider for a firm. We used one of the most popular multi criteria 

decision making methods, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Method, for determining the best alternative. The method 

takes into consideration of intangible criteria besides tangible ones. This characteristic which has great importance in the 

decision making process, provides flexibility to the experts. 

Four criteria, compatibility, long term relationship, financial performance, reputation, are denoted as C1, C2, C3, C4, 

respectively and alternatives are denoted as A1, A2 and A3. Relevant equations of general steps are as follows for criteria: 

 

Table 3. An example of combined table 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 

 W1 W2 W3 W4 

A1 a11 a12 a13 a14 

A2 a21 a22 a23 a24 

A3 a31 a32 a33 a34 

 

The alternative that has the highest score is the best alternative. Pair wise comparison of criteria and alternatives with 

respect to each other are represented in Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 

5.1 Criteria pair wise comparisons. 

 

Table 4. Criteria pair wise comparisons. 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 

C1 1 3 2 3 

C2 1\4 1 1\2 1\2 

C3 1\2 2 1 2 

C4 1\3 2 1\2 1 
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Consistency index, consistency ratio, weights and rank calculated by AHP Software 

 

5.2.Alternatives’ pair wise comparisons wrt long term relationship criteria 

Compatibility 

(C1) 

A1 A2 A3 

A1 1 0.2 0.5 

A2 6 1 4 

A3 2 0.25 1 

TABLE 5 
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Consistency index, consistency ratio, weights and rank calculated by AHP Software 

 

5.3 Alternatives’ pair wise comparisons wrt long term relationship criteria 

Long Term 

Rel.(C2) 

A1 A2 A3 

A1 1 0.33 1 

A2 3 1 3 

A3 1 0.33 1 

TABLE 6 

 
 

Consistency index, consistency ratio, weights and rank calculated by AHP Software 
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5.4Alternatives’ pair wise comparisons wrt financial performance criteria. 

Financial Perf. 

(C3) 

A1 A2 A3 

A1 1 4 0.33 

A2 0.25 1 0.11 

A3 3 9 1 

TABLE 7 

 
Consistency index, consistency ratio, weights and rank calculated by AHP Software 

 

5.5 Alternatives’ pair wise comparisons wrt reputation criteria. 

 A1 A2 A3 

A1 1 4 6 

A2 0.25 1 2 

A3 0.17 0.50 1 

TABLE 8 

 
Consistency index, consistency ratio, weights and rank calculated by AHP Software 
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We obtain normalized values and priority weights of criteria showed in Table 9 by plugging the values presented in Table 4 

In the same manner, we obtain alternatives’ weights with respect to criteria, and the pair wise comparisons consistencies 

are presented in Table 11: 

As seen from Table 11, all pair wise comparisons are consistent and there is no need for revising the comparisons. Finally, 

obtained weights for criteria and scores of alternatives for each criteria are shown in Table 12. 

Table 9. Integrated table of weights 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 

 0.452 0.119 0.260 0.169 

A1 0.186 0.20 0.250 0.700 

A2 0.687 0.60 0.069 0.193 

A3 0.126 0.20 0.681 0.107 

 

 

Using Equation 8, scores for alternatives respectively are 0.275, 0.432 and 0.291. According to results, second alternative is 

the best choice for the company (best 3PL provider for the firm). 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

According to the results obtained by AHP method, second alternative (B company) is favored over other alternatives (A 

and C) with highest score 0.432. This superiority of the second company with respect to first and third companies can be 

explained by the experience of the company in 3PL sector, financial performance and the fact that it has a strong 

infrastructure of information technologies. The most important factor in firm selection was found to be Compatibility 

with a (47.15%) weight. It is followed by Financial Performance (25.49%), Reputation (16.52%) and Long-term 

Relationship (10.82%) respectively. The decision maker must not be misled by the fact that Long-term Relationship 

criterion has a relatively low importance. In fact, the provision of a firm with quality logistics service at the minimum cost 

is one of the prerequisites for achieving the compatibility between the company and the 3PL service provider. This 

indicates that long-term relationship criterion must not be overlooked. 

Since criteria and its importance were determined by the company requirements, another study of a different company 

may obtain different selection criteria and their importance. For further studies, fuzzy extensions of AHP, TOPSIS and 

VIKOR can be applied to the problem and compared with obtained results in this study. 
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